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Abstract 

A significant drop in seismic tr:-avcltiraes of up to 0.5% occurr ed in the 
Chalevoix r:-egion between 1979 and 1980, probably relatcd to a H = 5.0 
earlhquakc in the vicini ty. This traveltime <lrop cou}d have been produced 
either by the closing of dey or saturated cracks in the crustal œaterial or:- by 
the satur:-ation of dry or partly saturated cracks. Howevcr, equal traveltime 
changes for both p -· and s-waves, the depth- frequency distribu t ion of 
microearthquakes and the anisotropy of traveltime changes in ':his area lead to 
the belief that this traveltime drop was caused by the closing of wate r 
saturated, aligned cracks in the crustal material underneath the St. Lawrence 
River. This would requit-e a decrease in pot·e volume of the rock~ and so lead 
to subsidence in this area. However, repeatcd levellings restrict the crustal 
motion to less than 2 cm. From this wc conclude that the crustal region 
affected by the ceack--closir.g proccss must be discont inuous. A possible mnclcl 
is one where the crack deformation occurs in isolated inclusions lcss t han 
1 km in diameter. 

Résumé 

Une baisse significative du temps de parcourt des ondes sismiques, jusqu'à 
0.5~, s'est produite dans la région de Charlevoix entre les années 1979 et 
1980, probablement relié à un séisme M - 5.0 dans la localité. Cette baisse 
du temps de parcourt aurait pu être produite soient par la fermeture de 
fissures sèches ou saturées du matériel de la croûte ou par la saturation de 
fissures sèches ou partiellement saturées. Cependant, des changements égaux 
de temps de parcourt pour les ondes Set P, la distribution de la fréquence 
des micr-o séismes en fonction de la profondeur et l'aniso tropie des 
changements de temps de parcourt dans cette région porte à croire que ce tte 
baisse est causée par la fermeture de fissures saturées d'eau et allignées 
dans le matériel de la croûte sous le fleuve Saint-Laurent. 

Ceci demanderait une diminution du volume des pores du r-ock et nous 
conduirait ainsi~ un affaissement du sol dans cette région. Cependant, des 
nivellements répétés rest~aignent le mouvement de la croûte 6 moins de 2 cm. 
De tout ceci nous concluons que la croûte de la r6gion affect6c par le 
pt-ocessus d<.:~ fenneture de fissures doil être discontinuée. Un modèle possible 
est celui où la déformation des fissures se présente dans de s inclusion::, 
isolées de moins d'un kilomètre d~ diamètre. 
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Introduction 

Since 1974 the Charlevoix region in Quebec has been used a5 a geophysical 
testsite by the Earth Physics Branch in order to study intraplate seismi c 
activity (Fig 1) . During the invest igation period changes i n seiumic 
traveltimes, magnetotelluric impedance, crustal uplift and gravity have 
been monitored regularly <Buchbinder, Kurtz and Lambert,198, >. The region 
is main l y characterized by 2 geo l ogical features: 

the Paleozoic-Precambrian boundary striking nearly parallel to the 
northshore of the St Lawrence River and dipping at a low angle ta the SE . 
and the Charlevoix impact structure centered about 5 km inland from the 
northshore and extending over a radius of about 20 km. 

All microearthquakes in this region occur i n the Precan~rian roc~ underneath 
the St. Lawrence River: the Paleozoic-Precambrian boundary is shown ta be 
inactive <Anglin and Buchbinder,1981; Fig. 2). 
In August 1979 an M=5 earthquake occurred about 35 km north-east of the 
centre of the impact structure (Hasegawa and Wetmiller , 1980). At the same 
time a sudden drop in water head in a well at the Charlevoix observatory was 
observed, as well as a drop in impedance atone magnetotelluric station 
<Dufour) . However, no significant changes were repor t ed at the other 
MT-stations. ln addition it is clear from gravity da ta and repeated 
levellings that no significant elevation changes i n t he Charlevoix regi on 
occurred at the time of the earthquake. 
Calibration shot s performed in the spring of 1980 showed a decrease i n sei smic 
traveltimes of about 0.5% <Fig . 3). This change, the largest traveltime change 
observed since 1974, ma"y be assoc iated with postseismic st r ain re l ease 
affecting the cracks in the crustal materia l . In the fol l owing an attempt is 
made to interpret th i s traveltime decrease in terrns of changes in c~ack 
properties within t he crustal rocks in the Charle~oi x region. 

Microcracks in crustal rocks and th e i r influence on seismic velocitie s 

A micro crack is defined as "an open ing t hat occurs in rocks and has one 
or two dimensions smaller than t he th i rd ... the length ... typically is of 
the order of 100 m or less" (S invnons and Richter, 1976 ) . Thesa m2crocracks 
are a very corrmon feature in mos t cru~t a l ro cks. Pararneters oft en us P.d 
to descr i be microcracks a r e length, aspect-~a t io <ra ti o of mi nor a,<is c 
t o major ax i s a under the assumption of e ll i pt i cal crack shape) and dens it ·1 
<number of cracks per unit volume rJf rock) . A use f u l combina t. ion of thesc 
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parameters is the crack density E <O'Connell and Budiansky,1974) defined by 

3 f. : I\J .(a.) (1) 

w~lere N :; number of cracks per unit volume 
and <a>:; average crack length. 

Crack density €. and aspect-ratio c/a are related to the porosity "t by 

11= 4-iî(.:.) ~ 
3 a.. 

( 2) 

Typical values of crack lengths for granite are in the range of 1-50 ~m 
(compiled by Kranz,1983). Typical values for aspect-ratios are in th<? range 
of lOA<-2> - lOA(-4) (Hadley,1976}. 
An increase in confining pressure tendn ta squeeze the cracks and to shift 
the aspect-ratio spectrum to lower values. The change in aspect-ratio is 
given by Walsh (1965> as 

o(~)/àp = 4(,-"0~) 

1T•E 

where P = confining pressure. E = Young's modulus 
and v = Poisson's ratio 

0) 

A deviatoric stress component normal to the crack area tends to close the 
crack. (i.e. aspect ratio c/a➔O>, while a deviatoric stress parai lei to its 
major axis tends to lengthen the crack, the width of it remaining ro~ghly 
constant. Uniaxial deviatoric stress would. therefore. lead ta an increase 
in crack-density and to a decrease in aspect-ratio of those cracks lying 
parallel ta the stress direction. and no change in crack dens1ty but a 
decrease in aspect ratio for those cracks lying norm..~l to the stress 
direction. ln consequence this leads ta anisotropy of rock under the influence 
of uniaxial deviatoric stress (extensive-dilatancy anisotropy, EDA. Crampin et 
al.. 1984), as is sho~,m in labo.'atory experiments <Nur and Sirrrnons , 1969}. 
Seismic velocities of rocks are strongly affected by cracks. For a random 
orientation of flat "penny-shaped" cracks an algorithm by O'Connell and 
Budiansky (1974) can be used to calculate the resulting seismic velocities. 

R. 1- ~ ( ,-~~) (1-t)f 
\-( .. ,_,.,. l 

E. 

v~ --• 

32. . _.) [ ! J 7 (' 1 - - ( l -v 1 - .. --::- -.1 c-. 
~~ ~-v 

\(' 

1( 

Vp 1 V~ seismic velocities of the crack bearing rock 
i<. - :; elastic properties of the crack bear1ng rock 

1 f"-' > V 

14-
1 

,.,-., v elastic properties of the rock rriatrix 

( 4) 

! water saturati on degree 5 ~O ... .. 1 
The welJ-known results are shown in Fig.4. However th1s theorv does not 
include changes in aspect ratio of the cracks . To take ~spect ratio into 
a.ccount the algorithm was modified <O'Connell and Budiansky,1974) by 
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i ntroduc i ng a new parameter W de pend i ng on the aspect ratio of the cracks 
and on the bulk modul1 of pore fluid and crack-fre~ rock. The system of 
equations to be solved is now 

.J.L = \ - \6 (l - ~ q 1) ( 
k ~ c.1-z..:;;) 

[ l ,.. ..:!... _C_1_-_~_t ) _ _k_ c.., ] -1 
.31T (_ l - ?.. ~) k 

~ t<' 
C. I< 

(5) 

rv 
K = bulk modulus of pore fluid 

~ The results for cracks filled with water (k=23 kbar) are shown in Fig.5. 

Al igned cracks in rock produce an anisotropie velocity distribution. This 
can be calculated using Crampin's (1978) formulae 

'v;ic,.,.,~n .. Vp / [ C 1 - ! ) / R v • ! / !P] 
(6) 

Rl> ✓\- 1: ~ ' • - iî E. C.G:l '2. 0 ... E (C, 4 0 
21 J ?..I 

K.~ . 
~\ -~ '- ... E [.. C.(;") 1-t G 

l..\ Z. l 

where e = angle between raypath and crack normal 
In this use the cracks are considered as fiat and "penny-shaped" so t hat t l1e 
aspect ratio is close to zero. P-wave vclocities as a funct1on of azimuth are 
shown in Fig.6. 
However, this is only valid for vertical cracks. For the case of cracks 
dipping by an angle f., (normal to the crack 1.->ith respect to the horizontal) 
the angle e in <6> must be replaced by arccos<cos9 cos/3 > <Grenier, 1984). 
Anisotropy of p-wave velocities caused by water saturated aligned and 
dipping cracks are shown in Fig. 7a. In the case of "extensive-dilatancy
anisotropy" cracks aligned in the direction of uniaxial stress can still be 
dipping in a random ma.nner. in an azimuth normal to the direction of the 
external stress. The resultant anisotropy of p-wave velocities with azimut h 
is calculated by averaging over all dip angles . This is shown in Fig 7b. 
Results for the aligned and the randomly oriented system can be linked by 
superposition of several aligned crack systems . A quasi-random oriented 
crack system consisting of 6 superimposed aligned systems shifted by }0° was 
1n agreement within 10 % with the corresponding random oriented systern 
calculated after O'Connel! and Budiansky <1974>. 

Discrimination betw~en dry and saturatad cracks. 

Seismic trave l - t1 me changes in ~ocks as ~hown in Fig. 4 can be cau 3ed either 
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by changes in crack density or by changes in saturation degree of the cracks. 
It is important to discriminate between these cases because a travel - time 
change caused by a change in saturation degree would not be accompanied by a 
change in porosity of the rock. So for this case no vertical movement cou!d be 
expected. Sorne evidence exists that the reported travel-t1me drop in the 
Charlevo!x region between 1979 and 1980 was caused by the closing of satur atad 
cracks. In the following the facts lead1r.g to this assumption wi 11 be 
discussed. 

A> Equivalence of p- and s-wave traveltime changes. , 

Buchbinder (1981) reported roughly the same travel-time changes for both p
and s-waves in the Charlevoi~ region for the period 1974-1979. The same 
statement can be made for the period of 1979 up ta now. However s-wave 
arrivais can only be observed for shots detonated and recorded on the 
northshore of the St. Lawrence River because s-waves are strongiy scat tered 
by the Paleozoic rocks underneath the St. Lawrence. Sc the follcwin g is val id 
only for the north shore region. The condition~ of the rocks underneath the 
St. Lawrence River might be different. 
From Fig. 4 it is clear that an increase in seismic velocities for both p- and 
s-waves can be obtained either by saturating dry cracks or by decreasing the 
crack density f . This would lead to a change in travelt iMe defined by 

t'= t + ;1.t i:..'!t::;: 1// ,; 1 

.è.+ / t = ~ I ï.f' -

This traveltime change can be caused either by a change in 
or a change in crack density. Ta distinguish between these 
the derivatives with respect to E and f. 

( 7) 

water satu ration 
cases we calculate 

( 8) 

The right hand side of bath equations is given by O'Conne l ! and Budiansky's 
formulas <1974>. However due to the complexity of their system of equations 
the derivatives cannot be calculated in a straightforward manner unl 1~ ss a 
simplification is made. From Fig. 4 it is obvious that tlle effective 
Poisgon's ratio of cracked rock is nearly a lincar function of the crack 
density ~ and can be expressed as 

v = v + pC ~ J • f 
(9) 

The gradient p<l> can be calculated using equations <19) and (20) of O'Connel l 
and Budiansky <1974) for the endpoints of the ÏJ-€ curves. After substi t uting 
<9> into the expression for the effective bulk- and shear-moduli t he 
derivatives can then be calculated in a straightforward manner. For the 
comparison of traveltime changes for p·- and s-waves 1t must be r emembered 
that traveltimes for s-waves are normally $ times longer than for p-waves, 
so that relative changes in p-wave velocities ~-VP' / Vp must be greater 
than relative changes in s-wave velocities :;;.\J, / Vs by the same 
factor to get equivalent travel - t ime changes . 
The calcula t ed travelt ime changes due to changes either in crack dens; ty 
or in water saturation are shown in Fig. 8. For changes in crack dens it y wc 
get simila r traveltime changes f or p- and s-waves only for nearl'i s.i,t urat ed 
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cracks, while for travelt1me changes due t o changes 1n water saturation we 
get this resu!t either for dry cracks at moderate ( i =O.l> crack density or 
for semi saturated cracks at high < é =0.4) crack density. So, under the 
assumption of a reasonable crack dens i ty the cracks prior ta the tra vel-time 
drop must be either completely dry or completely saturated, interrnediate 
cases would requ1re a high crack dens1ty. The s e arguments apply to the case 
where the cracks 1n the ci-ater region are randomly oriented. 

B> The depth-frequency distribution of earthquakes in the Charlevoix ~egion. 

From 1978 ta 1982 a total of }99 earthquakes covering the magnitude interva! 
from M=-0.7 to M=5.0 were recorded by the se : smometer array installcd i n the 
Charlevoix region. From these 379 earthquakes were chosen for examinaticn of 
their àepth-frequency distribution. For the remaining eartt1quakes eithe r no 
focal depth could be determined or they were located far from the impact 
structure. 
From Fig 2 it is obvious that the hypocenters are clustered into two groups, 
one underneath the Paleozoic sediments along the southshore and one aiong 
the northshore without a Paleozioc overburden. The depth-frequency 
distribution of bath groups <Fig 9) exhibits no striking differences with 
the exception that no earthquakes occur within the Palezoic sediments and so 
the peak at a focal depth of 5 km for the northshore earthquakes is miss ing 
in the southshore depth-frequency distribution. 
Combining bath regions leads to a depth-frequenc y distribution for trw entire 
Charlevoix region <Fig 10). This distribution iG characterised by two 
distinctive peaks at depths of 10 and 18 km. After Meissner and Strehlau 
(1982) the peak dcpth in the depth-frequency distribution is identicai with 
the depth where the crustal material has its maximal strength. This strength
depth distribution depends on the crustal heat flow; different distributions 
exist for bath dry and wet crustal material. The maximal strength for dry 
rnaterial is at greater depth than for wet mater ial. This gives an opportunity 
to distinguish between dry and saturated crustal matei-ial. 
From Fig} (a and b) of Meissner and Strehlau (1982) we obta1n t he d~pth
strength distribution for bath dry <i.nd i,,rnt material foi- heat flow o f l. !:i HFU 
and 1.4 HFU, the latter by interpolation <Fig 10 >. The peak i n the depth -
frequency distribution of microearthquakes at a depth of 10 km is nearl y 
identical with the peak in the depth-strength distribution for we t crustal 
material at a. heat flow of 1.5 HFU, while th t! sec nnd peak at a dBptt, of 18 !<rn 
refers to dry c!'ustal material. From this we can conclude that at leas t the 
upper 10 km of the crust in the Charlevo ix region i s wet , so that ex is ti ng 
cracks i n the crustal material up to that de pth should be ~..iater-saturated. 
No heat flow measurements have been ma.de i n the Charlevoix regi on. nie av1;ra gs 
heat Flow for the Grenvi l le Province i s 1.11 HFU (Jessop et al. 19 B4) . 
However. values up to l.}2 HFU were measured so that an assumed valuo of 
1.5 HFU for the Charlevoix region seems to be reasonable. 

Equal travel-time changes for p- and s-wavee can be obtained either for dry 
or for saturated crustal mater ial . However, dry crustal matcrial wou ld have 
its maximal strength at a greater depth than the 10 l<m as indicated by the 
peak distribution of microearthquakes. Sa we conclude that the crustal 
material in the Charlevoix :tegioï"1 including its pores and cracks is water 
saturate d . 
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Traveltirne and uplift changes for randomly or1ented cracks. 

As is obvious from Fig. 4, the required velocity increase of 0.5% for the 
time interval 1979- 1980 can be obta1ned eas i ly by saturat ing dry crack s . In 
this case the pore volume would remain unchanged, and sono vertical movement 
would occur. 
But as was shown in the previous section, closing of saturated cracks is 
more likely. In that case the conditions are more complicated. Let us a s sume 
the cracks would close in the same manner as they would open under the 
influence of uniaxial stress, i.e. shortening with constant crack width with 
the consequence of an increase in aspect ratio. 
Under the assumption that crack aspect ratios are lOA(-3) or less and that the 
cracks are water saturated, the change in aspect-ratio accompanying a change i n 
crack density <crack lengthening/shorteni ng model> will have a miner effect 
<Fi g. 5) and equat ions (4) can be used to calcul atu the resul ting velocity 
changes {Fig. 11). The aspect-ratio scaie in the upper part of this fi gu r e 1s 
nonlinear because of the cubic dependence of the crack dcnsity on crack 
length. So for an arbitrarily chosen starting point in 1979 with crack density 
~ = 0.05 and aspect rat i o 3•10A(-3) an increase in p-wave velocity o f 0.5% is 

obta1ned by a transition ta a crack density of 0.0 3 and an aspect-ratio of 
3.6•10A(-3) . Using (2) this corresponds to a decrease in rock porosit y from 
0.63*10A<-3> 1n 1979 to 0.45•10A<-}> 1n 1980. 
This decrease in pore volume would iead to Gubside nce of the su rface abovc 
the crack-bear ing region. The vertical gro~nd mo tion cacs~d by a bu,1c j 
di lating or collapsing sphere can be calculated by 

2 ( 7'-r1t-d a . .1- 1,,.a.

"+ ~ 
(l O) 

(Hagiwar-a, 1977, for notation see F i g.1 21 
The zone of mi c roearthquake activity in the Precambrian rock underneath the 
St. Lawrence River, in which the velocity changes occur (F ig. 2), can be 
approximated by a sphere of 12 km radius beneath a 3 l<rn thick layer of ovcr- 
burden. Under the assumption that the entire sphere i s affected by the 
velocity changes and that crack densit y as well as aspect-ratio of the c racks 
are un if orm over i he sphere, the required change 1n porosity would le~d 
to a decrease i n radiuB of about 0.7 m. From this we can calculate a 
subsidence of about 1.2 m above the centre of the sphere <i .s. the m1ddle of 
the St. Lawrence River> and of about 0.5 mon the north shore . That is 
approximately the location where repeated levellings have been carri ed out 
and where no significant change in elevation between 1978 and 1980 occurr~d . 

The absence of vertical motion provides strong constraints for the parameters 
used in this model. The predicted subsidence can be reduced by decr eas ing the 
crack aspect-ratio and/or the size of the crack-bearing region. The chang e in 
radiuâ of the crack-bearing sphere is related ta the crack porosit ie s in 1979 
and 1980 by 

[

- 3/ J. 

0.. (-', __ ll_7_'l ) 

~ 80 I 

(11) 

These porosities are small compare d to unity a nd sa a !inear relationship 
exists between aspect-ratio and the change in radius o f t he crack- bea ri ng 
s phere. On the other hand. from F ig . 5 i t is clear that fo r small aspect·· 
ratios <<IOA-3) the seismic velocit ies are roughly i ndependent of th e as pect-
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ratio. In other words for c/a = lOA{- 3) changes in aspect-ratio do not affect 
the seismic velocity but the mean value of aspect-ratio in the stressed region 
is an important factor in the determination of associated vertical movement. 
Sorne limits can be placed on that by the following arguments: A crack aspect
ratio of lO A(-}) is roughly the average value for igneous surface rocks. At 
greater depths however the cracks will be squeezed and the aspect-ratio 
distribution will shift to lower values following the previously mentioned 
formula by Walsh (1965). Thus, for e:<ample, a rock showing a surface 
aspect-ratio distribution centered at }*lOA(-}) will have a mean aspect ra ti o 
of 4•10A<-3> at a depth of 3 km. 
The choice of a crack-bearing zone that coincides with the entire seismical ly 
active region was arbitrary and the adoption of the spherical shape fo~ the 
zone was done for computational simplicity. The ray-paths of the seismic 
experiment penetrate only the uppermost part (4 km) of the microseismic 
region. Therefore. the zone where a change in crack volume occurs and uplift or 
subsidence is produced might be much smaller than the microseismic 
region. 
Taking bath of these factors into account we calculated the subsidence 
produced by some subspheres of the microseismic region under the two 
assumpt ions: <Fig. l} > 

the upper boundary of the subsphere shall be given by the upper boundary 
of the microseismic region (3 km). 
the crack aspect-ratio at the lower boundary of the subsphere shall be 
zero . Using the aspect-ratio vs depth diagram after Walsh (1965) we 
take the resulting aspect ratio at the centre of the subsphere as the 
average aspect ratio of the cracks in the subsphere. 

As a result we obtain that a sphere with a radius of only 2 km would produce 
subsidence within the error range of the levellings Chere taken as 2 cm). 
This is the uppermost boundary of the radius of the subsphere, because the 
seismic raypath within the sphere is only a fraction of the ent 1re raypath 
and so changes in crack density within the sphere must be higher than when 
averaged over the entire raypath . The vertical motion is proportiona! to 
a 3 <a=radius of the crack-bearing sphere> for a given change in crack 
porosity ~ but ~)l required to fit the traveltime data 1s propol'tinal to 
1/a .<smaller sphere needs larger change of porosity}. The vertical motion 
produced by a spherical inclusion is thereforo prcportional t o a~ . Sa 
the radius of the sphere causing vertical motion within tho error range of 
the levellings is about l km. but the required changes in crack density 
are very high, roughly 0.4. 

Traveltime and uplift changes for aligned cracks. 

In search for ev idence of aligned cracks the travel-time ratios 79 /80 for 
all seismometer sites are plotted against the azimuths of the raypaths <Fig. 
14). The shot points, seismometer sites a~d the definition of azimuths are 
given in Fig. 15 . From Fig. 14 no azimuthal dependence of travel-time ra ttos 
is obvious. However, the se ismic waves have to penetrate 3 different 
geologic materia!s , Pa !eozoic sed1ments en the sou thshor e and undernea.th the 
St. Lawrence River (Vp=5.8 km/s), Precarnbrian gra11itic gneiss on the 
northshore (Vp=6.0 km/s) and an anorthosite body farther to th e no1·th 
<Vp=G.4 km/s). Sa this variety of se ismic velocities may obscure an y 
az1muttial depende nce of t,aveltime changes. 
To avoid this prcbiem cnly seismometcr s ites whose raypaths had to crcG5 the 
St. Lawrence River were chosen for comparison. I~ addition , a correction 
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for the deflection of the raypa t h at the Pa l eozoic-Precambrian boundar y 
underneath the St . Lawrence River was applied. This correc ti on ha~ a s ignif i 
cant value only for se i smometer stations wi th long · shotpo int distances, se 
for example a co rrection of -6. 0° has to be applied for sta ti on 64 , -4 . 7° 
for station 62 and - 3 .0 ° for station 60 . 
The results are shown i n Fig . 16, it is obvious that with Z exceptionn a il 
stations can be fitted with a theoretical curve for al:gned wa tersat ura t ed 
cracks <Crampin,1978). Both exceptions, station 16 and sta tion 58, are located 
close to the Charlevoix impact st r ucture and ma.y be affected by a l ocal 
fracture system restricted ta the crater area. The data cannot be f itted undo r 
the assumpticn of dry or partly saturated cracks (Fig . 17) . Th i s 1s ev i dcnce 
that the travel-tim2 changes '79-'80 are caused by a decrease in crac!< density 
for saturated cracks. 
The fit can only be done under the a$sump t ion of vertical aligned cracks. 
Randomly dipping cracks , although in accor dance with the EDA-theory as mention ed 
before. would produce a different pattern of travel-time an i sot r opy and so can 
be ruled out <Fig . 18>. 
The assumption of a loca l fracture system ins i de the crater area is ba cked by 
the fact that the same fit of traveltime data with a theoretical curve can be 
done for shots whose raypaths had to cross t he crater region (ghotpoints and 
seismometer sites on the northshore). In this case the reference system fo r 
crack directions has to be shifted by 18° :that means the assumed cracks are 
running in ENE-WSW direction <Fig. 19) . 
The traveltime data can be fitted either by the transition from align ed cra cks 
at € = 0.05 ta aligned cracks at f =0.015 or by the transit i on from a l i gned 
cracks at ~:: 0 . 06 to randomly oriented cracks at ~ = 0.03 . We cannot d i stin
guish between these cases because after 1900 the traveltime changes are t oo 
small to detect any an1sotropy. 
The direction of the aligned crack system cannot be deduced from the traval 
time data in an unequivocal manner . T11m perpendi cular crack sy stems are 
possib l e, · oriented roughly either in a NS or in an EW direction. 
In order to calculate uplift or subsidence created by open : n9 or c! os ing 
al igned cracks we assume that a crack opens or closes in a di recti on perpen
dicular to t he plane defined by its larger semi-ax i s . Th i s i s in accordanc e 
with the as sumptions of the extensive-dilatancy mode l <Cramµi n et a l. 1984).In 
t he following th e calcu lation procedu r e is explained in terms of ope ni ng 
cracks ; however, for the case of closing cr acks one has only to cha nge th e 
sign . Th e opening of a crack creates a d i splacement f ield i n the su rrcund i ng 
material. This can be calculated unde r the assumption that t he ope ni ng c ra ck 
can be replaced by the superposition of double f orces wi t hout mome nt in t he 
direction of the opening <Fig. 20) . Such a doubl e fo rc e without moment can be 
r epresented by a Galerkin vector defined by (12) 

G,. = 2. x 4(1-i>) ( 1-2i)) :2,c 1 ;.c 
~ -------~ + ---

,c!. ,~-;-c Q..,. 

G
'J( 

~ = 0 

G: = 2 '- 2.c x 1 + 2 ( 1-2~) xi + 2{ 1- =.J ; lo j(Q +c ) 
.. R ~ a.. CR.i- C:. ) 

for double forces without moment in th e x-dire c tion 
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for double forces without moment in the y-direction 

G: :: o 

G::: o 

G:t = 
l 

4 "c + 4 v ( 1 - 2 i)) i 09 ( !<. +c ) 
~ 

fo r double forces without moment in the z-direction <vertical> 
where R = x z. ~ ~ i + Ci and C- = depth of crack below the surface 
<Mindlin and Cheng, 1950>. 
The displacement field for 
by the partial derivatives 
vertical motion 

a given point at the free surface can be calcu lated 
of the Galerkin vector, for the special case of 

(0) 

t [ d div r ]-Ui! = - 2.(1-v) Ab-l - Lr 
2-fA- d1 (Mindlin and Che ng , 19 50> 

For cracks opening parallel ta one axis of the coordinate system the resulting 
uplift can now be calculated directly, for the case of dipping cracks the 
corresponding Galerkin vector is a superposition of elemental Galerk in vectors 
with and without moment follovJing the formula far tensor rotation 

G: (,,(_)::: G: <.e»l,.~-+ G-t .i;.,,;,:z.o(. + 2 c.:~1:;,,,. .. COS"'-. 

C..,1 C,) = G)t _.,..,..1..._ 1' G-~ c..,,1..,__ - z. <:;.~i s·....._oi- cc-~"'-
'" ... L. 

'1 'l G-. Ç.1..} = ~ . 
~ '- i.r><,°:)JJ--

< 14 ) 

The Galerkin vectors with moment are ais □ given by Mindlin and Che ng 
<1950>. The resul ting vertical motion for a spher i cal regjon bear1ng cracks 
is shown in Fig. 21. It is obtained by numerica l intcgration O'l er th e 
Galcrlcin vectors of this volume. However, th es e rosults are oni / 
qualitative. Neither the magnitude of the sing l e Galerkin vec t or no ï• the 
crack density were taken into account . The resui ts can, however, be 
normalized by the correspond i ng case of random crack orientat i on by 
averaging over several crack directions as shown in Fig. 21. The vgrtical 
motion for aligned vertical cracks extend ing or contracting parall e l to the 
direction of the profile can also be compared to the result fo r randomly 
orient ed cracks (Fig. 22>. From these results it can be stated that 
compared te the case of random orientation, al 1gned vertical cracks produce 
half as much vertical motion at the location of the level!ing iine. If the 
cracks are oriented NS or EW, the vertical motion wi l l change from upiift 
to subsidence along the NE-SW striking leve lling line . 
From the calculated vertical motion for a sphere Fi lled with r andoml v 
orientad cracks in which the crack density aecreases from 0.06 in 19 79 to 
0.0 3 in 1980 and the results of Figs . 21 and 22 we obta in a change from +20 
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cm to -20 cm along the levelling linc where no vertical mot i on nas been 
recorded. Again, even for the case of aligned crac~s the volume of the 
crack-bearing crustal region has to be reduced radically to obtain vertical 
motion well within the error range of the repeated levell · ngs . 

The multiple inclusion model for extensive d il atancy anisotropy 

A single inclusion with a radius not exceding 1 km can explain the lacK of 
vertical crustal motion in connection with the traveltime event. However, 
this mode! requires the assumption of very large changes in crack density 
within the inclusion. Moreover, a single spherical inclusion would not 
affect all raypaths of the seismic experiment. It would have to be replaced 
by a crack-bearing elongated ellipso ,d or cylinder in the Precambrian rock 
underneath the St. Lawrence River. To avoid these unlikely assumptions we 
postulate a model containing a pattern of sma.11 crustal inclusions bearing 
al igned watersaturated cracks <Fig. 23). The mean depth of these inclusions 
rr,.,ist be 4 km beneath the St. Lawrence River to affect the seismic rays. It 
roost be shallower beneath the crater region because the raypaths do not 
penetrate as deeply there as a result of shorter shotpoint distances. For 
such a pattern of inclusions at a depth of 4 km and w1th a 3 km inclusion 
spacing, the dependence of vertical motion on the radius of the inclusion 
has been calculated <Fig. 24). As a result we get that inclusions with a 
radius not exceeding 400 m would produce vertical motion below the 
previously mentioned error range. Here the correction for the fracticna l 
length of the ray-path has been applied already. The assumed crack 
aspect-ratio is l0A(-3). 

Discussion and Conclusions . 

The travelt1me drop '79 - '80 can be produced either by saturating under
saturated cracks in the rock or by decreasing the crack density foT 
saturated cracks. The equivalence of p- and s-wave travel-time changes 
around the time of the '79 - '80 event restricts the crack behaviour to two 
possibilities: either closing of satu,ated or nearly saturated cracks or 
resaturating of d:y or semi-filled cracks, the latter case requires a high 
crack density. There is some support for the crack-saturation case: a 
sudden water-table drop in wells close to the Charlevoix observatory at tha 
time of the '79 earthquake. a decrease 1n impedance at the mag:;etotellur i c 
station Dufour <OUF. Fig.!> contemporary to the earthquake, and the presence 
of a steeply dipping fracture system acting as a boundary in scismicity 
<Anglin and Buchb i nder, 1981) wh 1ch mlght feed the cracks in the 
Precambrian rock underneath the St . Lawrence River with water. Also, the 
time delay between the earthquake and the subsequent travel-time drop 
(calibration shots detonated a few weeks after the earthquake showed no 
change in travel-time) indicates that the travel-time drop might be relat od 
ta water diffusion . However, the fre quency-depth distribution of 
microearthquakes in this region leads to the belief that at least the upp er 
10 km of the crust are "wet" and so that the existence of dry cracks prior 
ta the travel-t ime drop seems to be unliKely. Moreover, the anisotropi e 
pattern of traveltime changes vs raypath azimuth indicates clearly that the 
traveltime changes are caused by changes in crack density for satur&ted 
rot.::ks. Even a trans · tion from nearly saturated ( S =.9.5> to sa i:v:rateci ( V 
=1 .0 0) cracks would produce a totally d iffe rent pattern of an i sotr opy and 
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can so be ruled out. The anisotropie pattern of traveltime changes can be 
created by two perpendi~ cular cracK systems <Fig ?3> underneath the St. 
Lawrence River. one runn1ng roughly in a NS-direction and one running 
~oughly in an EW-direction. The general direction of tectonic stress in 
this region is roughly in an EW-direction (Hasegawa and Wetmiller,1980: 
Hasegawa and Adams,1981> so that during the stress build-up phase prior to 
the '79 earthquake a hypothetical crack system in a NS-direction would be 
closed and so can be ruled out as a creator of the traveltime changes. 
Howevcr, following the theory of extensive-di!atancy anisotropy <Crampin et 
al.,1984) the crack system running in an EW-direction could be opened at 
this time and could produce the observed anisotropy. 
The empirical relationsl1ip between the magnitude of an earthquake and the 
character1stic radius of the region affected by forerunner phenomena 

log L = 0.26 Mt 0.46 {Anderson and Whitcomb,1975) 
gives a radius of the affected zone of about 50 km for a M=5 earthquake. The 
epicentral distance to the center of the Charlevoix impact structure i5 about 
40 km. so that this region might well be affected by stress-related phenomena 
related to this earthquake. 
After the earthquake,on the average, stress-release occurred. !n consequence, 
the opened crack system closed again so that the cracks in the crustal 
material underneath the St.Lawrence River became either randomty oriente r:! 
or aligned, but with a lower crack density. The time delay between the 
earthquake and the closure of the oriented crack system indicates that this 
process is anelastic in nature. 
The c i osing process requires a decr~ase in pore volume. Under the agsumption 
that the entire microseismic region approximated by a sphere und~rneo.th the 
St. Lawrence River is affected by this crack closure, an uplift of 20 cm is 
obtained at the north shore of the river. However, repeated levelling in this 
region indicates that no significant vertical crustal motion ()2 cm) occured 
between 1970 and 1980. This gives rise to a radical restriction on the size 
of the crack-bearing zone. Only a sphere with a radius of Z km or less 
would lead to vertical motion w1thin the errer range of the levellings (2 
cm) . However, after a correction is applied for the fraction of the seismic 
raypath affected by this sphere the radius of the sphere is reduced to 1 km 
and very high changes 1n crack density are required. 
An alternative rnodel consists of smal l inclusions bearing cracks undernr.ath 
the St.Lawrence River and underneath the crater regicn <Fig. 25). For the 
pa ttern of inclusions underneath the St. Lawrence River a mode! consisting 
of spheres with a radius a 400 m. a mean d~pth of 4 km and a centre-distance 
of 3 km would produce verti cal motion with1 n the error range of the 
levellings. In this mcdel the changes in crack density are the same as used 
ta fit the traveltime changes, the crack aspect-ratio is assumed to be 
10~<-3>. l.Jithin the crater region the ir,c l us i ons must be shallower to 3.ff ect 
the shallower r-aypaths, therefore the i r radiw., must be smallcr. The crack 
system assumed to fit the traveltime data for- the crater region is shifted 
by 18 with respect ta the assumed crack system underneath the St. Law: ence 
River . This can be explained by a possible deflection cf the general 
tectonic stress field by the impact structure. v·hereas the inferences on 
applied stress directions are dependent on the existence of an azimuthal 
dependence of traveltimes. the requ i rement that the sou~ce of se i smic 
travel-time changes be discontinuous is not . 
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the St . Lawrence River fit[ ed by theoretic.al values for a l igned vertical 
sa t urated c r acks . Open ci r cles are f or raypaths from souths hore s hots; 
cros s es are fo r raypa t hs from northshore shot s . 
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Fig. 17 Attempt to fit the data of Fig. 16 by thcoretical values for aligncd 
not totally sa turat ed or nearly dry cracks. 
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Theoretical results for aligned, 
randomly d ipping c rack s 
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Fig . 18 At:: empt to fit t he è .:1ta o f Fig. 16 by the ore tica l v a l ues foi- al i gne d , 
bu t randoml y dipping c racks . 
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RAYPATHS CROSSING 
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Fig. 19 Traveltime ratio (19 79-1980) v s rayp a th azimuth for rayp aths c r oss ing 
the crater region f it t e d by t heo r e tical value s f or aligned ve rti ca l 
s a turated cracks. 
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A crack opening und e r the i nfluence of external stre ss and its 
representation by a double f orce without moment. 
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No rma lized ve rtica l mo tion proJuce d by open i ng a l igned cr acks wi t h 
d:iff er ent dip angle s . The ve rt ical motion pr ofi le is in a di r ec t i on 
norma l to the dire ction of cra ck e x tension or contrac tion. 
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Fig. 22 Comp a rison of vertical motion produced by al ign ed a n d r an d um l y oriented 
cracks . The profile i s para l lel to the direction of crack extension or 
contraction. 
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Fig . 2J The mult iple inclusi0n mode] for t lw C:ia r .lL~voix reg i o:.1 s , ·-2 11 
fr om a SE dire c t i on . 
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Fi g . 24 Vertical motion caused by a regular dis tribution of crack bearing 
inclusi ons spaced 3 km apar t. 
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Fig. 25 Plan view o f the proposed distribution of inclusions, crack orientation 
and tectonic stre ss axi s in the Charlevoix r egion. 


